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Students experience the working of print media
during Amar Ujala's printing press visit
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The first-year students of DME Media School visited
Amar Ujala Press, Noida in three groups on June 3, 9
and 16, 2022. The objective of the visit was to learn
about the working of a printing press, understand
the operations of a newspaper and get insight into
the various departments of a newspaper.
The visit began with a small audio-visual
presentation about the journey of Amar Ujala in the
seminar hall. The AV presentation informed
students about the rich history and legacy of Amar
Ujala. This was followed by an extensive question
and answer session conducted by the Editor of Amar
Ujala.
The students of DME Media School asked questions
regarding the future of print media, the challenges
of working in media, news writing, news selection
and headline writing. The questions were answered
satisfactorily by the subject experts. Editor Amar
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Ujala quoted "print journalism is the foundation of
any other form of journalism".
The students were first taken to various newsrooms
and then to the printing press. The print production
expert gave a holistic explanation of the process of
printing newspapers. He shed light on the three
processes of productionwhich included the preproduction, production, and distribution stage of a
newspaper. The students witnessed the
preparation of the printing plates and the working
of the machinery that allows the printing of
thousands ofcopies in short time spans.
The students enjoyed the day out as it served two
purposes: first, it proved to be interactive peer-topeer learning activity and second it gave students a
glimpse of the practical life of the industry where
they aspire to work.
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“Yoga should be part of lifestyle” says Dr Ambrish
Saxena on International Yoga Day 2022
Mohd Kamil and Dev Mani Verma

Delhi Metropolitan Education, Noida united with the rest of the globe
in celebrating International Yoga Day, as it observed a Yoga session
within thecollege premises on June 21, 2022. It was jointly organized
by DME-IQAC, DME-NSS Cell and DME Sports Society.
With this year's theme 'Yoga for Humanity, the session was held under
the supervision of renowned Yoga practitioners and trainers, Mr
Umesh Kaushik of Vishwa Bharti Yoga Sansthan and Ms Jyoti Singh of
Bhartiya Vidhya Bhavan.
The session began with the opening remarks of Dr Smita Gupta,
Associate Professor, DME Law School and Programme Officer &
Convener, DME-NSS. She welcomed the gathering and expected that
everyone would learn valuable Asanas during the session.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School and
Director, IQAC emphasised practising Yoga daily. “Yoga is not a singleday activity and to get its maximum benefits, we all shall make it a part
of our lives,” said Dr Saxena.
The trainers began the session with clapping therapy and Tadasana to
activate and warm up the body for yoga asanas. They guided everyone
through a variety of asanas like Trikonasana, Bhadrasana, Utkatasana
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and Shavasana- which are considered effective and beneficial for
both body and mind.
During the demonstration of the asanas, the senior Yoga
practitioners also educated the participants – informing them about
the short- and long-term health benefits of yoga. The session
rejuvenated everybody both physically and mentally. The
participants pledged to adopt this ancient practice in their daily
routine and to live a healthy life.
The session was attended by a larger gathering of students, faculty
members, and college staff. The session concluded with a vote of
thanks by Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School.
She encouraged the participants to adopt Yoga, stay fit and
contribute to building a healthy nation.
The session was coordinated by Dr Manasvi Maheshwari, Associate
Professor, DME Media School and Headof DME-IQAC, Dr Smita
Gupta, Associate Professor, DME Law School and Programme
Officer & Convener, DME-NSS and Mohd Kamil, Assistant Professor,
DME Media School and Convener, Sports Society.
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'Come as you are'
- SPARC celebrates PRIDE with open arms
Vinayak Yadav and Krishna Goswami

June is celebrated as Pride Month, which is dedicated to the uplifting of LGBTQ voices,
a celebration of LGBTQ culture and the support of LGBTQ rights. On June 23, SPARCStudent Council of Media School organised a programme to commemorate Pride
Month. Avtansh Dubey and Milan Malla were the student event coordinators of the
Pride Month Celebration programme.
The event began with a motivating address by Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and
Dean, Media School where he said, “it's a new beginning and a welcome initiative by
DME Media School and it's good to know that this idea is coming from SPARC. The
motive behind this idea is appreciable as we all should strive for creating an equitable
society based on an inclusive approach”.
The programme commenced with a self-composed poem titled, “Hai Toh Ye Bhi
Insaan” by Tanvi Tripathi, followed by a self-composed incredible rap and beatbox
performance by Pranay Joshi, Aryan Sharma and Vinay Sati. The programme also
included a pride-themed dance performance by Ashanya Sharma, Devna Sehrawat,
Gungun Tyagi and Kaushiki Sharma.
Dr Susmita Bala, Head, Media School launched the Queer Collective as an initiative of
SPARC. In her address, she highlighted that “certainly, events like pride month raise
certain questions about a group which still are unanswered, and in a workplace like
DME, we create an atmosphere where equality and dignity is a right available for all”.
Pratyaksh Ahuja, the second-year student explained the objectives of Queer Collective.
The event concluded by an enthralling skit performance by students of SPARC which
clearly portrayed that gender is a spectrum, and people should be free to identify as

whoever they feel at different points on this spectrum. Shree Rastogi, Suryansh
Singh Rathore and Khushi Chaudhary performed their self-composed theme song of
Pride celebrating the spirit of inclusion and diversity. The programme ended with a
Pride Parade expressing allyship to the LGBTQIA+ community to create
awareness, educate and sensitise everyone.

Singing the Unsung Heroes of freedom struggle:
Students of DME at Akashvani Bhavan
Shiksha

Students of BA (JMC) - II semester featured in the AIRNxt (Young Radio Talent Scouting
Campaign) by All India Radio on FM Rainbow 102.6. The students got an opportunity to
record their radio programme at Akashvani Bhawan, Broadcasting House on June 18.
There they got hands-on experience with radio techniques and understood the hardship
behind a pleasant radio programme. The programme was broadcast on June 26.
Shiksha, Nikhil Gupta, Sajal Mishra, Shashank Mishra, Khushi Shrivastava and Esika
Shaw recorded their half-hour programme on the theme 'Local Unsung Heros of the
Freedom Struggle' where they described their unsung heroes as, Jatin Das, Durgavati Devi,
Bhishni Devi, Kalu Mehra, and Durga Bhabhi.
In the programme, the host of the show, Khushi said “While we are celebrating the 'Azadi
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Ka Amrit Mahotsav' we should not forget the uncountable numbers of freedom fighters
and their sacrifices.” The students learned about different aspects of radio as the whole
programme was assigned to students, being host, guest and/or audience suggesting
songs. They also grabbed a chance to observe a live radio drama 'Dhundla Ujiyara' at
Akashvani by Kajal Suri, Actor, Director, Author, Writer, and Poetess.
Ms Prabha Kumar, the Producer of the show supported and encouraged the students for
their efforts and sincerity. The students were facilitated by this opportunity with the
help of Dr Susmita Bala, Head, DME Media School and Dr Manasvi Maheshwari,
Associate Professor, Media School. The students were accompanied by Ms Sukriti Arora,
Assistant Professor, DME Media School.
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Stage set for World's First 7-day Hybrid International Conference on July 1-7

World's first Hybrid Press Conference in
DME Media School unfolds the event
Mohd Kamil

#Communication4all

ICAN5 - World's first 7-day Hybrid International Conference is all set to discuss, deliberate and
analyse various issues, concepts and opinions on the theme 'Inclusivity, Convergence,
Alternative Negotiations' from July 01, 2022. This is the fifth time that DME Media School is
hosting this prestigious international media conference.
ICAN is the outcome of a collaboration between DME Media School, NOIDA and Deakin
University, Melbourne, Australia.
The announcement about the conduct of the conference was made at the Hybrid Press
Conference organised by the DME Media School on June 24. The conference was held in Studio
62, and online participants were connected via zoom and on Facebook live.
The conference was moderated by Dr Manasvi Maheshwari, Associate Professor, Media School
and speakers were Dr Ambrish Saxena, Convener, ICAN5 and Dr Susmita Bala, Chief Associate
Convener.
Dr Ambrish Saxena talked about the theme of ICAN and shared that ICAN5 has the support of
18 partners including the International Association of Media & Communication Research
IAMCR GEN Section and GMEC – Global Media and Education Council, as conference partners.
Makhanlal Chaturvedi National University of Journalism and Communication, Bhopal, Vigyan
Prasar, Government of India, KSF - Keshav Suri Foundation as knowledge partners, three
International Partners – Institute for International Journalism, Ohio University, USA; Green
University, Bangladesh and Daffodil International University, Bangladesh. National
Beaconhouse University, Pakistan as Cultural Partner.
The conference is powered by Asian Media and Cultural Studies Network, Australia, SPARC Student council of DME Media School, Australia-India Film Practitioners and Researchers
Network, Australia and RIM- Research Cell of DME Media School. ICAN 5 is supported by the
National Organ & Tissue Transplant Organisation (NOTTO). The media partners for the
conference are Amar Ujala, The Policy Times, The Hindi Post and Jai Hind Times.

He also informed the attendees that this year's hybrid conference will witness a total of 26
sessions including ten technical sessions, five-panel discussions, three workshops, two
plenary sessions and 2 Master Classes.
Dr Susmita Bala informed that around 125 plus abstracts have been received in English
and Hindi. She also shared that ICAN5 has engagement from 6 continents and 15 countries
in the form of authors/scholars/speakers/resource persons namely, India, China, Morocco,
Australia, USA, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Argentina, Dubai, Nigeria, Italy,
Singapore, Egypt and Bahrain. She also explained that ICAN is not only a conference for
PhD scholars but also caters to a large number ofundergraduate and postgraduate
students. She also informed the attendees that ICAN is a platform to discuss, interact,
debate and learn from the experts of the media fraternity worldwide.
Dr Saxena briefed about the sessions that will take place in the 7-day conference and listed
the galaxy of media stalwarts who will be part of the conference. ICAN5 will be joined by
iconic personalities like Prof Dr Sheikh Mohammad Shafiul Islam, Green University,
Bangladesh; Prof Ujjwal K Chowdhury, Adviser & Professor, Daffodil International
University, Dhaka; Prof. K G Suresh, Vice Chancellor, Makhanlal National University of
Journalism and Mass Communication, Bhopal; Dr Vikrant Kishore Filmmaker and Fellow,
Deakin University Melbourne, Australia; Prof. Jyotika Ramaprasad Professor, University of
Miami, USA; Dr Aftab Hossain, Senior Lecturer, Department of Journalism, Daffodil
International University, Bangladesh; Ms Kathryn Lancioni Author and Eminent PR
Professional, USA; Dr Wajiha Raza Rizvi, Beaconhouse National University, Pakistan and
Dr Jatin Srivastava Associate Professor Ohio University, USA along with more than 30
eminent persons from the media industry and academic world.
All the sessions of ICAN5 will go live on Facebook and recordings can be accessed through
DME TV, the official YouTube channel of DME.

Curtain Raiser
The theme of the fifth edition of International Media Conference ICAN5 was revealed in the curtain raisers by the students of DME Media School. The students of SPARC did a pride walk and
presented the theme of the world's first hybrid international media conference on 'Inclusivity, Convergence and Alternative Negotiations' to be held from July 1-7, 2022.
ICAN5 is the world's first hybrid international conference organised by the educational institutions of two continents. Delhi Metropolitan Education, Noida, India and Deakin University,
Melbourne, Australia.
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Vibrant India Series: Episode 42

“Perseverance and Dedication is the key to success”,
music composer DJ Narain motivates DME students
Swastika Mishra
In Episode 42 of the Vibrant India Series, students got an opportunity to interact and connect
with an illustrious personality DJ Narain, a versatile guest who left everyone speechless with his
life journey. DJ Narain is an Indian Bureaucrat, Music Composer, Theatre Director,
Communication Strategist, and Former Director at FTII, Pune who was featured in the VIS
episode on June 17.
The Head of DME Media School, Dr Susmita Bala, explained the idea of the Vibrant India Series
and said, “this series is a tribute to all those who put their lives on the line for the independence
of India”. The guest was welcomed by Professor and Dean, Dr Ambrish Saxena of the DME Media
School, who explained the series format. Furthermore, he asked the speaker to share his
reminiscence from his life journey which would motivate the audience.
DJ Narain started the session by describing the anecdotes that pushed him to follow his passion
for music. He talked about different spheres of his life, firstly, he talked about when he was in
fourth grade, and he got an all-rounder award and that's when he realized that he actually can
be an all-rounder and can try his luck in everything he wants to do in life. He narrated a story

from his school time that inspired him to believe in himself and always work towards goals to
achieve them.
He shared an incident from his life where he and his friends recorded their songs in those
times when the songs were not recorded commonly. Furthermore, he shared his experience of
his college life and how his college friends used to appreciate his music. He furthertalked
about the things he liked, likeworking as a bureaucrat. In his opinion, “persistence and
perseverance can help lead the heights of your life, if you're persistent in life, you'll definitely
achieve everything you wish for”.
Dr Saxena moderated a discussion which included some very intellectual questions.
Answering the questions, MrNaraindiscussed how he managed to ride two boats together like
working as a bureaucrat and also following his passion for music. He also shared his
experience in FTII. He concluded by saying, “Follow your passion, but you must have a viable
plan B, to be on the safer side”.
The session was concluded by Dr Saxena thanking the guest for his valuable time and words.

Vibrant India Series: Episode 43

Believe in yourself, take risks to reap benefits,
advises young entrepreneur Saloni to media students
Tanishka Tiwari
Vibrant India Series featured Ms Saloni Sacheti, a lawyer turned social entrepreneur and Founder, migrate to other places to make ends meet. There was a scarcity of food, clothing, and jobs, and
Baansuliin Episode 43 on June 22. Dr Susmita Bala, Professor, and Head, Dof ME Media School students were unable to attend school.
began the programme by providing insights on the concept of VIS and listing the guests who have She came up with the solution to utilize the resources they had in the best way, that's how they
featured in VIS to date.
started making bamboo jewellery for the urban markets. They marked success by selling out all
Ms Sacheti was a member of the SBI Youth for India Fellowship and started Baansuli as a project the pieces within 3 days only. This was only the beginning; they went on to exhibit their
for social development. Baansuli produces handcrafted jewellery from locally sourced bamboo in products and even managed to bag a big order from a 5-star resort. They made a sale of 5
one of the poorest pockets of Gujarat, where the majority population belongs to indigenous tribes. Lakhs within 9 months.
Ms Sacheti began her session by sharing a story of how society likes to associate academic It was an intriguing session for the students who were mesmerized by her zeal and enthusiasm.
achievements with the simplicity of a child, “the simpler a student is, the more successful he/she Ms Sacheti's life story motivated students into believing in themselves. She urged everyone to
will be”. She further enlightened students by narrating how she started her journey in the start-up follow them and their ideas and urged everyone to take a risk.
world and how she always had an inner voice telling her to do something for the social The address was followed by an interaction of Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School
development of this society.
and Ideator, VIS with the guest, and a question-answer round with the students of Media
She recalled the conditions of people in the tribal areas of Gujarat where she was working as part School.
of her project. People in these areas were affected during the monsoon season, and they had to
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Vibrant India Series: Episode 44

Read, observe and connect to Character:
Kajal Suri, a theatre artiste and broadcaster
Sajal Mishra
Ms Kajal Suri, an Actor, Director, Author, Writer and Poetess featured in the Vibrant India Series
Episode 44 on June 25. Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, Media School welcomed the guest
and shared the galaxy of guests who have featured in VIS.
Prof Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School apprised everyone about the show format and
concept of the series and quoted “when you narrate your own story there is immense authenticity
and originality that won't be with that conviction if someone else does it”.
Ms Suri is a multifaceted personality who has not left any of the art forms untouched. She worked
with deliberation and dedication to excel in her field. She is the recipient of Rashritya Samman by
progressive theatreMeerut UPTA in 2019 and the Zohra Sehgal National Award 2020.
Ms Suri talked about her journey where she started doing theatre at the age of 3, and how her
parents from an artistic background inspired her to work hard. Ahead she shared the Importance

of filling yourself with knowledgeable content by reading books, diction and voice modulation
to clear any audition and start the journey. She further added, “To give the best of you on the
stage it's crucial to connect with the character which helps to grab the audience's attention”.
The theatre artist also shed light, on her theatre experiences like a drama whereshe worked on
the folk culture of Kashmir and Punjab. She added that she received the ultimate learning
experience with Akashwani. She reiterated that one getslifelong learnings given by theatre in
terms of teamwork, understanding and coordinating with each other and it gives the
opportunity to live multiple lives in just a single life.
The episode concluded with a question-answer session moderated by Dr Ambrish Saxena.

PLACEMENT NEWS
Two students selected by India Take One Productions
in the placement drive
Tanishka Tiwari
Training and Placement Cell, Media School, DME conducted a placement drive for India Take One Productions, a renowned name in the field of pre-production, production and editing. They have
their offices in Los Angeles, USA, New Delhi and Mumbai.
Mr Mohit Silswal from India Take One Productions conducted the interviews of the students at DME campus. He is known for his work in Hotel Mumbai (2018), Extraction (2020) and Raees
(2017). He has worked as Second Unit Director, Assistant Director, Additional Crew and Actor.
Out of eight students from the final year batch of BA(JMC) who appeared in the interviews, two were selected; Atman and Rishabh.
Congratulations to the students for their bright future.
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Something Old, Something New
What do you like more- classics or brand-new? Let's check out some of both.
Here are a few recommendations from us for you to binge on.

Compiled by Drishya Madhur
Old

Books

New

Set in the timeline of
'Emergency' when Indira
Gandhi imposed martial law,
this book highlights the
two female protagonists
the 'Cockney
memsahib Rose and
the young, welleducated Sonali. Many
dialogues by these
characters showcase a
strong feminist point of view.
This touching and beautifully
written book is worth a read.

The novel circles around a
couple Rahul and Paromita
and their respective extramarital affairs Suroma
and Saramesh. This
compelling story
makes you question
the old-age ideas of
matrimony seen in
the Indian culture. This
quick story of 90 pages is
woven into a fabric of
relationships and is a fine
example of contemporary
drama.

Movie/Series

Song

Books

Movie/Series
A movie ahead of its time, Aitraaz
talks about gender-biased laws
and their misuse against men.
The story is based on two
women standing against
each other where one is
misusing the law to
destroy a man's
reputation and the other
to save him. In an
emotionally blind society,
this movie is an epic portrayal
of righteousness and is a hard
pill to swallow.

The legacy of Batman
continues as he is called to
investigate the murder of
Gotham city's mayor.
This film continues the
journey of Batman
while dwelling deep
into an aspect that
other movies only
addressed, which is that
he is 'The World's Greatest
Detective.'

Taylor Swift's 'Love Story'
captures the sensation of
young love. She spins the
story of Romeo and
Juliet around the song
while changing the
tragic ending of the
Shakespearian
drama. Love Story is a
depiction of a young
girl's fairytale and is indeed
a timeless super hit.

Breakfast by Dove Cameron is
not just a song but a
movement. She uses gender
reversal and portrays the
nuisance women face in
their everyday life in a
male dominating
society. She keeps
the 'women' in power.
The song also addresses
the ongoing issue of the
abortion ban and the damage
it can cause.
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